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Dragon Boat team:

Back row: Ron Crabtree,

Vera Vukelich, Kim Bartlett,

Melanie Milum, Eva Roberts,

Dave Kilshaw, Dave Dunn,

Shannon Gelean, Gord Creed,

Nancy Wyllie, Kevin Megale,

Anita Rebner, Laurence Bowdige,

Bev Lytton, Kelly Loch, Mike

Lodin, Rob Juhasz, Fern Schultz

Front row: Brian Fardoe,

Andy McMullen, TIm Salkeld,

Jack Louie, Wendy Chung,

Lochinvar Roome, lrena

Jazwinski, AI Niezen

Thunder Dragons roar in Victoriao vc, ili, week,nd of the guidance of coach and crew watched the drama, agony and
August 16-1 7, several member Jack Lauie, TFL exhilaration of the final races.
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Forest Service staff inventory coordinator, resources The Thunder Dragons, through ::r
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experienced the strength of inventory branch. Louie was the teamwork, strategic planning,
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teamwork and the euphoria of only experienced dragon boater technique and heart overcame ..._.
competition in the third annual on the team heading into the superior strength and experience

..._.
'"Victoria Dragon Boat Festival. training program. to capture the silver. ::r

The Thunder Dragons lived up (J

On race weekend, the crew's "What this team accomplished 0

to their name by thundering
training, dedication and focus was nothing short of incredible," 1=

across the waters to win all the 8

preliminary heats and claim the came together as the Thunder said Louie. "It just shows what eT

can be done when focus, '"silver medal in the finals of the Dragons defeated the much more
teamwork and synchronization >n

novice category. A total of 40 experienced teams, winning the 0

are given priority. All of the crew ...
crews participated in the festival, Banker's Cup, the quarter finals
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should be proud of what they '"...
with over half in this category. and then the semi-finals. The

did and carry great memories (I)

finals included the Thunder
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Staff from various ministry for a long time."
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branches came together to form Dragons, two Vancouver teams
Dragon boat festivals are fast

n

and the Victoria Firefighters' team. n

a team in the early summer and
becoming popular events around Z

trained intensively over the Thousands of spectators lined n
the world, involving a mix of ~

month preceding the event under Victoria's Inner Harbour and '"sport, culture, cuisine and n...
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· .. Thunder Dragons continued

Despite their competitor's superior experience and strength, the 26 members of the Thunder Dragons,

including 21 ministry staff, took the silver medal in the novice category at Victoria's Dragon Boat Festival.

ceremony. Crews consist of
22 per boat-20 paddlers,
a drummer and a steerer.
Dragon boat racing will be
a demonstration sport at the
next Commonwealth Games in
Malaysia. While people often
describe competitive rowing as

symbolic of teamwork, a dragon
boat crew involves nearly triple
the number of members, all of
whom must paddle in time
and do everything in unison.

What has become of the
Thunder Dragons? The

experience and the camaraderie
developed between team
members has ensured that their
lives will be forever enriched,
and the Thunder Dragons
will be set to roar once again
in 1998!

Data Service Centres to handle GIS
v
~ A 11 Fo"" S""k, mean the provision of GIS and teams and four sub-teams have~

v
offices across the viewer software and hardware, also been formed. Staff from

~ province will soon be the re-organization of corporate numerous regional and districtv
Z able to access Geographic data and some organizational offices as well as information
v Information System (GIS) changes in the land information systems and human resourcesu

> mapping data through a network management section. branches are working with
v of 18 Data Service Centres

At a recent meeting in Nanaimo,
business development branch

Vl

serving both district and regional to ensure the project proceeds
'" offices.

Maddalena di Iorio Dunn and
smoothly.v

Jennifer Naylor of Campbell....
0

In order to meet the needs of River forest district and John The creation of Data Service"'"
'" the Forest Practices Code, Forest Sunde and Dan Sirk of Centres is closely linked to

..0 Service staff require readily Vancouver region presented INCOSADA, the ministryE
:l accessible and up-to-date GIS Forest Practices Code examples initiative to integrate forest
0 information. The Data Service that demonstrated the ministry's information databases (see

U

...c Centres will increase efficiencies need for GIS and viewer Forest Service News, July 1997) .
and provide more direct services technology to ADM of

For additional information on
to both internal and external operations, Janna Kumi and

the Data Service Centres, staff
>!l clients. Treasury Board analyst Doug
v Wrean.

are encouraged to visit the
...c The concept of data service ministry's internal web siter--

centres was developed to reduce To ensure a smooth transition to (wwwinternal.for.gov.be. ca/
costs, consolidate certain data Data Service Centres, an projects/dscip/dcs.htm) or contact
management functions in the implementation project team has Christopher Miller at
Forest Service and bring together been established. Insha Khan of 250-387-3593.
key staff to work at the centres. business design branch is project
Establishing the centres will leader of the team. Six regional
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Lillooet triathlete shines

1{ay Morello should be
proud of his first-time
effort in a local

triathlon. The forestry officer at
Lillooet forest district recently
joined a field of over 60 athletes to
compete for the first time in the
Lillooet Gold Trail Triathlon.

The triathlon consisted of a 1.5
km swim in the cold waters of
Seton Lake, a 40-km cycle on
highways 99 and 12 and a 10-km
run on Highway 99 through
Cayoosh Canyon.

"It was fantastic," said Morello.
"It's something I intend to continue
with. I was just out there for
myself, just to see if! could do it."

Morello admitted that he had not
done a lot of swimming, so he
had to spend extra time preparing
for that part of the event. He
estimates that he logged more than
600 km of cycling practice as well
as considerable time running.

"Lots of people from the office
came out and cheered me on,"
said Morello. "It was pretty special
that way."

Morello is more than satisfied with
his total time of two hours and 53
minutes. "I wanted to beat three
hours, which I did," he said.

Fisheries
newslener
available
The government of British

Columbia is encouraging

open dialogue and

continued involvement

from all British

Columbians who have

an interest in the ongoing

management and

sustainability of our

fish resource.

Ray Morello finishes a 10-km run in his first, but definitely not his

last, triathlon.

As part of a public

education program

relating to fisheries in

British Columbia,

Fisheries Renewal BC

will be producing a

newsletter for distribution

to interested stakeholders

throughout B.C.

If Forest Service staff or

any of the companies,

interest groups or

individuals that they

work with would like to

receive the newsletter,

they should call

1-800-535-9811.
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v Forest Services worker cleans up the aftermath of an abandoned campfire.
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E ach labour day, like
the otherlong weekends
of the summer, Forest

Service staff who are responsible
for the province's 1300
recreational sites brace them
selves. If the weather is good, the
picnic and camping areas near
urban centres fill up fast and
then trouble often follows.

"Traditionally, our sites consist of
an outhouse, a picnic table, a
sign and a maintenance
contract," said Ward Trotter,
recreation planning and practices
specialist. "But the use of near-

urban sites has changed and
brought with it different social
values. If people have a bad
experience-because of parties,
rowdyism or vandalism-
it reflects back on the Forest
Service."

Over the years, forest districts
have tried a number of
management strategies to deal
with problems. Trotter and
recreation officers across the
province with the support of an
adaptive management initiative,
decided to take a more formal
look at some of these strategies

and assess visitor satisfaction

and cost effectiveness.

Four sites were chosen in each

of three districts-Merritt,

Chilliwack and Kamloops. The

strategies taken fall under three

categories: engineering (control

access, reduce number of sites,

limit number of people);

education (advertising, site

posters, brochures, news releases,

site hosts); and compliance and

enforcement (e.g., agreements

with the RCMP to increase

patrolling of the sites).



On the 'morning after,'

recreation staff are confronted

with a variety of problems

including defaced trees

(bottom left), wrecked vehicles

(bottom right) and garbage and

litter (left).
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One site chosen was the
Lundbom/Marquart recreation
area, near Merritt, which had

problems with intensive ATV

use and partying.

"We built fences and created

pads to manage where people
can camp," said Noelle Kekula,
recreation officer at Merritt forest

district. "This had a positive
effect on the over-use of the site."

"In general, people who are

going to raise hell, hate the
measures that we have taken,"

said Kekula. "The people who

are going for rest and relaxation
think the new strategies are great."

Jennifer Eastwood, recreation
officer at Kamloops forest

district, describes DuffY Lake
as a "motorcycle and ATV
Mecca." With the addition of

a site host and increased RCMP

surveillance, Eastwood says
"There are still some problems,
but it's not the free-for-all that it

used to be and surveys show that

most people appreciate the changes."

Trotter is still analyzing the
results for this year's project,

and while it is clear that many
approaches have worked well,

what works at one site with one
set of problems does not always

work at another.

"Increasing the visibility of

personnel has proven to be
one of the most effective

management actions used by the
Forest Service," said Trotter in a

recent report. In these days of
fiscal restraint, how to increase

visibility in a cost-effective
manner is the real challenge.
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Oil, gas
and

forestry in
the Peace

Hany otnzler, 011 and gas

specialist, visits a natural

gas processing plant near

Fort SI. John.

r magine cutting a five
metre wide, 500-kilometre

straight line right across a
forest district-through
plantations, woodlots,
recreational areas, grazing
tenures and licensee operating
areas, and you'll have an idea
why Harry Offizier's job is so
interesting. As the oil and gas
specialist for Fort St. John forest
district, his job is to review
licence-to-cut applications for
pipeline construction, wellsites
and seismic lines-swaths which
stretch as far as the eye can see
across much of the Peace.

During a lO-hour drive with
Offizier to look at the oil patch
north of the 'Energy Capital of
B.C.', he talks about spudding
wells (when the drill bit first
breaks ground), dusters (dry or
unsuccessful wells) and shooting
seismic (blasting dynamite or
using vibratrucks to create shock
waves and measuring the waves
to give a picture of the rock
underground). This information
is important. Drilling a deep
well can cost $10 million,
explains Colin Magee, a manager
with the petroleum titles branch
of the Ministry of Employment
and Investment.

Every hour or so'we pass
another gas plant, pipeline or
development. Once we get off
the Alaska Highway we see more
moose than people. Most
clearing, pipeline construction
and seismic work happens in the
winter when the soft ground is
frozen, although that is changing
as some companies hope to
operate throughout the year in
drier areas.

The district is home to two
thirds of the oil patch activity in
the Peace, with dozens of oil and
gas exploration and development
companies operating out of Fort
St. John alone. More people here
earn their living from oil and gas

or agriculture than from forestry.
And more land is disturbed by
oil and gas each year than all
licensee and small business
program activity combined
over 2,500 hectares during 1996
alone. Last fiscal, 1,400 loads of
logs were cleared in the district
to make room for wellsites,
pipelines and seismic activity,
yielding a volume of about
50,000 cubic metres of
merchantable coniferous timber.

Offizier shows me newer seismic
lines where 'avoidance' was
practised. Larger trees are
avoided by machines clearing
seismic lines which results in less
cutting, less waste and less impact



Management at Salmon Arm forest district recently cooked

up a lunch for staff. The annual event featured the culinary

expertise of chefs (from left to right) corporate services

manager Susan Howard, acting district manager Ron Racine

and operations managers Herb Spence and Paul Knowles.
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Stu Aied, acting watershed
restoration officer made a
'dreamcatcher' that was raffled
off to staff. Lillian Billy,
resource clerk, Ramona Holota,
habitat conservation officer from
the Ministry of Environment,
and Dana Shoesmith, co-op
student in systems prepared a
traditional lunch of bannock,
deer, moose and caribou soup,
dried salmon and deer and
Soopallie (soapberry) juice, all of
which were contributed by staff

The event was well attended and
plans are in the works to make
next year's day even bigger and
better.

Ramona Holota, habitat

conservation officer with

the Ministry of

Environment, prepares

bannock for Aboriginal

Awareness Day in

Hamloops forest districL

S
taff at Kamloops forest

district celebrated their
second annual Aboriginal

Awareness Day on June 21 with
displays and a special luncheon.

Feancis Seymour, aboriginal
affairs liaison officer at the
district asked all staff to bring in
display items. The result was
overwhelming with enough
materials to fill a display case, six
tables and part of a wall. The
displays included books, artwork
from First Nations artists, crafts
and leather works from local
artisans, artifacts such as arrow
and spear points, tools, a
Navaho blanket and silver
jewelry.

Aboriginal
Awareness

Day
festivities

on visual quality. The lines are
barely visible from the road and
seem more like trails. Increasingly,
helicopters are used to place
seismic sensing devices in
sensitive areas, such as the alpine.

Our day is punctuated by lunch
and homemade pie at Mae's
Kitchen, which if you have ever
travelled between Fort St. John
and Fort Nelson, is the best, and
only place to stop.

Oil and gas activity (there is a lot
more natural gas than oil) has
been around in the northeast
since the 1950s, but recent
discoveries of large gas deposits
in the south foothills of the
Rockies are picking up the pace.
"Oil patch continues to boom"
reads a headline in Fort St.
John's Alaska Highway News,
"revenue to the province from
the sale of oil and gas rights
increased to $82.3 million for
the first quarter of 1997, more
than double the amount from
the same period last year."

Offizier notices smoke from a
fire in the distance on our way
back to the office and wonders
whether the landowner has a
valid burning permit-in the
summer, he is the district's fire
management planner. As we pass
Charlie Lake just north of Fort
St. John, we slow down to avoid
a major road kill-an adult
moose sprawled on the side of
the road. A short while later we
have to stop to allow a duck and
her ducklings to cross the Alaska
Highway. But it is all in a day's
work for Harry Offizier.

Submitted by JeffElder, regional

communications officer, Prince George

forest region.
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One individual and a whole branch of the Forest Service were recognized recently at Forest Renewal BC's

annual Forests Excellence Awards. Gary Townsend and Greg Lawrance (third and second from the right)

represented timber supply branch that won in the forest service category and Erin Edwards (seventh from

the right), formerly of the Cariboo regional office, received an award in the youth category. Lieutenant

Governor Garde Gardom and the Minister of Forests David Zirnhelt (centre) attended the ceremony at

Government House in Victoria.

The British Columbia Forest Service News is published on the fourth Monday
of each month by the public affairs branch. Deadline is the first of the month.
We welcome your comments, suggestions and contributions. Please contact:

Kevin Walker receives his award

from regional manager Ken

Collingwood on Staff Appreciation

Day in Port McNeill.

or
Alan Dolan
Phone: 250-478-8056,
Fax: 250-478-0367
Email: adolan@islandnet.com

a lot of time was spent checking
the licensee's appraisal submissions.
Walker recommended purchasing
a Kurta XGT digitizer to check
cross-sections and volumes which
increases accuracy and saves time.
Walker developed a spreadsheet in
which to enter field data and the
end result is the cost allowed
under the Coast Appraisal Manual.
This is compared with the
licensee's submission.

The spreadsheet is available to all
districts using the Coast Appraisal
Manual. We extend our
appreciation to Walker for
designing this program.

Debbie Parhar,
Editor, Forest Service News
Ministry of Forests
PO Box 9517 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, British Columbia, V8W 9C2
Phone: 250-356-7503 Fax: 250-387-8485
Email: debbie.parhar@gems2.gov.bc.ca

K
evin Walker, a Port

McNeill forest district
compliance and

enforcement staff member received
a certificate and an award for
$1000 through the ministry's
Employees Recognition Program.
The award was presented
by regional manager Ken
Collingwood for Walker's design
of a computer spreadsheet
to calculate and check the cost
of detailed engineering for coast
appraisals.

The compliance and enforcement
staff workload and the number of
cutting permits was increasing and
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